
Video   Assignment   
  

The   video   assignment   is   an   additional   option   instead   of   the   writing   assignment.   The   rubric   and   
requirements   remain   the   same   and   can   be   viewed   here:   
https://www.physio-pedia.com/Assignment_Guidelines     

  
Video   Assignment   Guideline   Draft   Wording:   

● Choose   a    topic   related   to   the   course   
● Review   related   evidence   for   this   topic   
● Plan   your   outline   and   structure   for   the   video   
● The   main   objectives   are   to   communicate   clear   and   accurate   information   in   an   engaging   

manner   for   an   audience   of   your   peers.   
● The   project   is   evaluated   on   the   basis   of   its   accuracy,   academic   rigour,   clarity,   and   ability   

to   engage   the   viewers.   The   video   is   not   assessed   on   the   basis   of   its   technical   merits   
● The   sound   is   more   important   than   video   -   the   person   marking   the   assignment   needs   to   

be   able   to   hear   you   clearly   
● Record   a   video   of   between   5-10   minutes   

  
There   are   two   deliverables:   

1. A   cover   note   (one   side   of   A4)   with   the   following   content:   
a. Reflection   on   your   learning   from   the   course/s   and   how   what   you   have   learned   

has   changed   or   will   change   your   professional   practice.     
b. It   should   include   your   literature   search.   This   must   include   the   search   criteria   and   

parameters   used   as   well   as   the   sites   and   databases   searched.   
c. List   at   least   5   references   you   used   to   create   the   video   content   on   the   cover   note   

2. The   final   video   of   between   5-10   minutes   -   The   video   can   be   uploaded   to   dropbox,   one   
drive,   google   drive,   youtube   etc   and   the   link   shared   within   your   cover   note.   Make   sure   
the   video   is   viewable   by   anyone   with   the   link   (you   have   to   change   the   privacy   settings   
otherwise   your   assignment   cannot   be   marked)   

  
Required   elements   for   the   video:   

● Length   -   your   video   should   be   between   5-10   minutes   long   
● Style   -   There   are   no   restrictions   on   the   style   of   the   video   (i.e.,   you   may   use   a   narrated   

slide   show,   a   recorded   lecture,   a   digital   whiteboard,   a   video   of   only   you   speaking,   etc).   
● Content   -   The   content   of   the   video   should   relate   to   the   courses   you   have   done.   (For   

instance   a   video   about   barriers   to   rehabilitation   in   your   society,   a   video   describing   the   
role   of   rehabilitation   within   your   profession,   or   a   video   on   different   rehabilitation   
strategies.   The   options   are   endless).     

● Own   work   -   The   information   in   the   video   should   be   your   own   work   and   not   read   from   
someone   else’s   work.     

● Permission   -   Only   use   photos,   images   or   footage   that   you   have   permission   to   share   
  

Share   the   link   to   your   video   in   your   cover   note   and   submit   the   cover   note     

https://www.physio-pedia.com/Assignment_Guidelines

